
From: Verner, Ekaterina M. (HQ-DJ000)[Arctic Slope Technical Services, Inc.] ekaterina.m.verner@nasa.gov
Subject: HSR16 Solar panel (Nov 15-18) Last Minute request as a panelist

Date: 25 October 2016 at 6:07 am
To: Alina.Donea@monash.edu
Cc: Verner, Ekaterina M. (HQ-DJ000)[Arctic Slope Technical Services, Inc.] ekaterina.m.verner@nasa.gov,

Morrill, Jeff S. (HQ-DJ000)[Affiliate] jeff.s.morrill@nasa.gov

Dear Dr. Donea:
 
I am writing to you on behalf of the NASA HQ Heliophysics Division Program Scientist team,
who are managing the review of HSR 2016 proposals.  Some of the proposed efforts fall in
your area of expertise. Because we value your judgment very highly, I kindly solicit you to
participate as a peer reviewer in the “Solar D” panel that will determine the scientific merit of
proposals that fall into this general subarea of Heliophysics. We have planned for this panel to
meet on November 15-18, 2016 in DC area. NASA will arrange for travel and lodging,
reimburse per diem expenses, and will provide honoraria where appropriate.
Each panelist will typically have responsibility for four to six proposals, as lead reviewer for
two or three and supporting reviewer for two or three. Lead reviewers prepare the final
summary reviews for their assigned proposals. Detailed proposal review will occur during the
first day and a half of the meeting. All of those proposals for which you will be assigned
responsibility as either lead or supporting reviewer will be available to you through the
NSPIRES system at least four weeks in advance of the panel meeting dates.
Participation in these review panels constitutes a vitally important service to NASA's Science
Mission Directorate and the Heliophysics science community. High quality reviews provided
through an objective process inevitably yield optimization in program performance. Please
contact me if you have any questions. In any case, I would appreciate hearing from you as
soon as possible regarding this request. 
 
 
Thank you very much!
 
Katya Verner
On behalf of Jeff Morrill and Arik Posner.
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